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C-QUADRAT Asset Management (UK) LLP  

Pillar 3 Disclosure and Policy 

 

Our Pillar 3 disclosure as required by BIPRU 11.3.3 R is set out below.  Pillar 3 disclosures are 

updated annually on our website https://www.c-quadrat.com/uk/compliance/ 
 

BIPRU 11.5 Technical criteria on disclosure: General requirements 

Introduction 

 

Regulatory Context 

 

The Pillar 3 disclosure of C-QUADRAT Asset Management (UK) LLP (the “Firm” or “CQUK”) is 

set out below as required by the FCA’s “Prudential Sourcebook for Banks, Building Societies and 

Investment Firms” (BIPRU) specifically BIPRU 11.3.3 R.  This is a requirement which stems from 

the UK’s CRD III implementing Regulations which represented the European Union’s application of 

the Basel Capital Accord.  The Firm is no longer formally subject to CRD, but remains subject to 

the UK’s implementation Regulations of CRD III.  The regulatory aim of the disclosures is to 

improve market discipline.   

 

Frequency 

 

The Firm will be making Pillar 3 disclosures at least annually, on 30th June.  

 

Media and Location 

 

The disclosure will be published on our website. 

 

Verification 

 

The information contained in this document has not been audited by the Firm’s external auditors, 

as this is not a requirement, and does not constitute any form of financial statement and must not 

be relied upon in making any judgement on the Firm and Group. 

 

Materiality 

 

The Firm regards information as material in disclosures, if its omission or misstatement could 

change, or influence the assessment or decision of a user relying on that information for the 

purpose of making economic decisions.  If the Firm deems a certain disclosure to be immaterial, it 

may be omitted from this Statement. 

 

Confidentiality 

 

The Firm regards information as proprietary, if sharing that information with the public would 

undermine its competitive position.  Proprietary information may include information on products 

or systems which, if shared with competitors, would render the Firm’s investments therein less 

valuable.  Further, the Firm must regard information as confidential, if there are obligations to 

customers or other counterparty relationships binding the Firm to confidentiality.  If any such 

information is omitted, we shall disclose such and explain the grounds why it has not been 

disclosed. 

 

http://fsahandbook.info/FSA/html/handbook/BIPRU/11/3
https://www.c-quadrat.com/uk/compliance/
http://fshandbook.info/FS/html/FCA/BIPRU/11/3
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Summary 

 

The CRD, to which the Firm remains subject as a consequence of the UK CRDIII implementing 

Regulations, have three pillars; Pillar 1 deals with minimum capital requirements; Pillar 2 deals with 

Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (“ICAAP”) undertaken by a firm and the 

Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process through which the Firm and Regulator satisfy 

themselves on the adequacy of capital held by the Firm in relation to the risks it faces and; Pillar 3 

which deals with public disclosure of risk management policies, capital resources and capital 

requirements.   

 

The regulatory aim of the disclosure is to improve market discipline. 

 

The Firm is a Full Scope AIFM and also undertakes additional activities which result in the Firm 

being a Collective Portfolio Management Investment Firm.  Our greatest risks are therefore 

business and operational risk.  We have assessed business risks in our ICAAP, and set out 

appropriate actions to manage them, one example would be a severe (one in twenty five year 

market downturn) for which we have modelled the effect on our capital planning forecasts as well 

as set out actions to ensure we have sufficient regulatory capital.  We have an operational risk 

framework (described below) in place to mitigate operational risk.  The Firm’s exposure to credit 

risk is the risk that management fees cannot be collected and therefore credit risk is low.  The 

Firm holds all cash with banks assigned high credit ratings. 

 

Background 

 

Background 

 

The Firm is incorporated in the UK and is authorised and regulated by the FCA as an AIFM of 

EEA/non-EEA AIFs a CPMI.    In addition, the Firm undertakes some MiFID activities which give it 

the categorisation of a BIPRU Firm.  

 

The following entities are covered by the ICAAP: 

• C-QUADRAT Asset Management (UK) LLP 

 

The Firm is a solo regulated entity.   

 

The Firm is a BIPRU Investment Firm without an Investment Firm Consolidation Waiver deducting 

Material Holdings under GENPRU 2 Annex 4. 

 

BIPRU 11.5.1   

Disclosure: Risk Management Objectives and Policies 

 

Risk Management Objective 

 

Our general risk management objective is to develop systems and controls to mitigate risk to a 

level that does not require the allocation of Pillar 2 capital. 

 

Governance Framework  

 

The Management Committee is the Governing Body of the Firm.  It meets quarterly and comprises 

of the following members: 
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• Carlo Michienzi, Chairman  

• Matteo Pusineri, CIO  

• Cristobal Mendez de Vigo, Group CFO of C-QUADRAT Investment AG 

• Gianclaudio Antonelli, CRO & COO 

• Laetitia Muir, General Counsel, Chief  Compliance Officer & MLRO 

 

The following individual also meets at the quarterly Management Committee meetings: 

• Alexander Smith, UK Finance Director 

 

The Committee Members retain daily management and oversight responsibility. 

 

Risk Framework 

 

Risk within the Firm is managed by use of the following: 

 

• The Firm manages its operating environment utilising a fully-integrated technology platform 

underpinned by strong systems and controls (including a detailed compliance monitoring 

programme), with oversight from the Management Committee.  

• The Management Committee formally discuss, review and addresses risk matters at its 

quarterly meetings.  

• The Risk Committee, comprising the Management Committee, Chief Risk Officer and the 

head of the Convertible Bond Team, meets informally on a weekly basis focusing primarily 

on fund market risks, but also with an agenda item for business risks. 

• The Asset Allocation Committee that meets weekly. 

 

 

 

 

BIPRU 11.5.4  (Calculations at 30 June 2017) 

Disclosure: Compliance with BIPRU 3, BIPRU 4, BIPRU 6, BIPRU 7, BIPRU 10 and the Overall 

Pillar 2 Rule 

 

BIPRU 3 (Credit Risk) 

For its Pillar 1 regulatory capital calculation of Credit Risk the Firm has adopted the standardised 

approach (BIPRU 3.4) and the simplified method of calculating risk weights (BIPRU 3.5).  

 

Please note: As per GENPRU 2.1.46R, the Credit Risk Capital Requirement is only required to be calculated 

in respect of our designated investment business. This does not include our activities as an AIFM. 

 

Credit Risk calculation 
 

 

Credit Risk Capital Requirement Rule  

Credit risk capital component BIPRU 3.2 £204,888 

Counterparty risk capital component BIPRU 13 & 14 £0 

Concentration risk capital component BIPRU 10 £0 

Total  £204,888 

 

National currency BIPRU 3.4.5 £0 0% £0 
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Banks etc long-term BIPRU 3.4.36 £0 50% £0 

Banks etc short-term BIPRU 3.4.39 £787,858 20% £157,572 

Performance fees BIPRU 3.4.52 £0 100% £0 

Non-Current Assets BIPRU 3.4.96 £342,149 100% £342,149 

Fixed assets BIPRU 3.4.127 £129,188 100% £129,188 

Other Current Assets BIPRU 3.4.126 £1,932,197 100% £1,932,197 

Total  £3,191,392  £2,561,106 

 

Credit Risk Capital Component 8% of risk weighted exposure £204,888 

 
BIPRU 4 

The Firm does not adopt the Internal Ratings Based approach and hence this requirement is not 

applicable. 

 

BIPRU 6 

The Firm, being a Limited Licence Firm is not subject to the Operational Risk Requirement and, 

therefore, this requirement is not applicable. 

 

BIPRU 7 

The Firm has Non-Trading Book potential exposure only (BIPRU 7.4, 7.5).  

 

BIPRU 10 

The Firm, is not subject to the Concentration risk capital calculation.  

 

However, the Firm closely monitors and assesses its concentration risk.  When the Firm has a 

single exposure exceeding 25% of its capital resources, it is recorded in the Breaches Register, and 

is monitored until such time as is rectified upon receipt of fees. Also, the Firm monitors its 

position to ensure the sum of its exposures of more than 10% do not exceed 800% of its 

Regulatory Capital Resources. 

 

Overall Pillar 2 Rule 

 

The Firm has adopted the “Structured” approach to the calculation of its ICAAP Capital 

Resources Requirement as outlined in the Committee of European Banking Supervisors Paper, 27 

March 2007 paragraph 2.2.2.  

 

BIPRU 11.5.8   

Disclosure: Credit Risk and Dilution Risk 

 

The Firm is primarily exposed to Credit Risk from the risk of non-collection of investment 

management and advisory fees.  It holds all cash balances with Banks assigned high credit ratings.  

Consequently risk of past due or impaired exposures is minimal.   

 

BIPRU 11.5.12   

Disclosure: Market Risk 

 

The Firm has Non Trading Book potential exposure only (BIPRU 7.4 & 7.5).  

 

Please note: As per GENPRU 2.1.46R, the Market Risk Capital Requirement is only required to be 

calculated in respect of our designated investment business. This does not include our activities as an AIFM. 
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Market Risk calculation 
 

Interest rate position risk requirement  BIPRU 7.2 £0 8% £0 

Equity position risk requirement BIPRU 7.3 £0 8% £0 

Commodity position risk requirement BIPRU 7.4 £0 8% £0 

Foreign currency position risk requirement BIPRU 7.5 £2,041,968 8% £163,357 

Option position risk requirement BIPRU 7.6 £0 8% £0 

Collective investment undertaking position risk 

requirement 

BIPRU 7.7 £0 32% £0 

Total  £2,041,968  £163,357 

 
 

BIPRU 11.5.2   

Disclosure: Scope of application of directive requirements 

 

This disclosure is not required as the Firm is not within scope of the Banking Consolidation Directive 

and is not a member of a UK Consolidation Group.  

BIPRU 11.5.3   

Disclosure: Capital Resources 

 

The Firm is subject to the capital requirements set out in IPRU(INV) Chapter 11and has the 

following capital resources:-  

Tier 1 Capital £2,260,590 

Deductions £0 

Tier 2 Capital £0 

Deductions £0 

Capital Resources £0 

Tier 3 Capital £0 

Deductions £0 

Total Capital £2,260,590 

  
 

BIPRU 11.5.5   

 

This disclosure is not required as the Firm has not adopted the Internal Ratings Based approach to 

Credit Risk and therefore is not affected by BIPRU 11.5.4R (3).  

BIPRU 11.5.6   

 

This disclosure is not required as the Firm has not adopted the Internal Ratings Based approach to 

Credit Risk and therefore is not affected by BIPRU 11.5.4R (3) . 

BIPRU 11.5.7   

 

This disclosure is not required as the Firm does not have a Trading Book. 

BIPRU 11.5.9   

 

This disclosure is not required as the Firm does not make Value Adjustments and Provisions for 

Impaired Exposures that need to be disclosed under BIPRU 11.5.8R (9).  

BIPRU 11.5.10   

Disclosure: Firms calculating Risk Weighted Exposure Amounts in accordance with the 

http://fsahandbook.info/FSA/glossary-html/handbook/Glossary/B?definition=G99
http://fsahandbook.info/FSA/html/handbook/BIPRU/11/5#D348
http://fsahandbook.info/FSA/html/handbook/BIPRU/11/5#D348
http://fsahandbook.info/FSA/html/handbook/BIPRU/11/5#D393
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Standardised Approach 

 

This disclosure is not required as the Firm uses the simplified method of calculating Risk Weights 

(BIPRU 3.5).  

BIPRU 11.5.11   

Disclosure: Firms calculating Risk Weighted Exposure amounts using the IRB Approach 

 

This disclosure is not required as the Firm has not adopted the Internal Ratings Based approach to 

Credit and therefore is not affected by BIPRU 11.5.4R (3).  

BIPRU 11.5.13   

Disclosure: Use of VaR model for calculation of Market Risk Capital Requirement 

 

This disclosure is not required as the Firm does not use a VaR model for calculation of Market 

Risk Capital Requirement. 

BIPRU 11.5.14   

Disclosure: Operational Risk 

 

This disclosure is not required as a Pillar 1 Operational Risk calculation is not required under 

GENPRU 2.1.45R.  We are disclosing the Fixed Overhead Requirement (FOR) as a proxy for the 

Pillar 1 Operational Risk calculation.  

Fixed Overhead Requirement GENPRU 2.1.53 £935,000 
 

BIPRU 11.5.15   

Disclosure: Non-Trading Book Exposures in Equities 

 

This disclosure is not required as the Firm does not have a Non-Trading Book Exposure to 

equities.  

BIPRU 11.5.16   

Disclosures: Exposures to Interest Rate Risk in the Non-Trading Book 

 

Although the Firm has substantial cash balances on its Balance Sheet, there is currently no 

significant exposure to Interest Rate fluctuations.   

 

http://fsahandbook.info/FSA/html/handbook/BIPRU/11/5#D348
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BIPRU 11.5.17   

Disclosures: Securitisation 

 

This disclosure is not required as the firm does not securitise its assets. 

 

 

BIPRU 11.5.18   

Disclosures: Remuneration 

 

The FCA has amended the Prudential Sourcebook for Banks, Building Societies and Investment 

Firms (BIPRU), and specifically BIPRU 11, to now include a requirement for disclosure of the 

Firm’s approach to linking remuneration to risk. 

 

The Firm has a Remuneration Policy which appropriately addresses potential conflicts of interest 

and that the Firm’s authorised persons are not rewarded for taking inappropriate levels of risk. 

Under the Remuneration Code, the Firm is classified as a Level Three Firm, which allows it to dis-

apply many of the technical requirements of the Code and proportionately apply the Code’s rules 

and principles in establishing the Firm’s policy. 

 

The Firm is satisfied that the policies in place are appropriate to its size, internal organisation, and 

the nature, the scope and the complexity of its activities. 

 

The Decision Making Process 

 

The Firm’s Remuneration Policy is set by the Management Committee of the Firm. The Firm has 

assessed its staff, and concludes that 8 members qualify as Code Staff. Each year the Firm assesses 

the amount of capital it considers necessary to run its business and, if necessary uses some or all 

of the profits available to increase its capital resources. If sufficient profits are available, a 

percentage of profits are paid into a bonus pool which is allocated based on the individual’s 

contribution to the Firm.  

 

The link between pay and performance 

 

Remuneration is based on competitive market-based wages that fairly compensate employees in 

view of skills provided, work performed and responsibility undertaken. Overall remuneration 

includes an annual incentive compensation reflecting individual performance and responsibility, as 

well as the Firm’s overall performance. 

 

Code Staff: Investment Team Members 

 

Due to the size and complexity of the Firm’s business the members of the LLP who make up the 

investment team and the Chief Compliance Officer are the only Code Staff. 

 

Quantitative Remuneration Data 

 

The aggregate remuneration of Code Staff was £1,028,700 during the year to 31 December 2017. 

This includes both fixed and variable elements of remuneration.  

 

Given that the Firm has only one business area, investment management, all remuneration 

disclosed in our audited financial statements is from this business area. 
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